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A new definition for the capacity C of a (discrete or semicontinu- 
ous) channel with finite memory is given. In terms of this definition 
both the coding theorem and its weak converse are easily estab- 
lished. In particular, all questions of the ergodicity of the source- 
channel distribution are avoided, and we are able to show for discrete 
channels that both the ergodic and stationary capacities (as given by 
the Shannon-McMillan definition) coincide with that given here. Fi- 
nally, the strong converse of the coding theorem is shown to hold for 
a particular finite-memory channel recently considered by Wolfo- 
witz. 
INTRODUCTION 
A central problem of information theory is the following: 
Let X and Y be sets, consisting of finite numbers of elements denoted 
by x and y respectively. For each x C X let p( I a) denote a probability 
distribution on Y. For any positive integer n, let X ~ and Y" denote the 
product spaces 
I~XX~ and I~ IxY~,  
i=1 i=1 
where X~ = X and Yi = Y. We will denote the elements of X"  by u, 
and of Y'~ by v. For each u C X ~ we define a probabi l i ty distr ibution 
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P( I u) on Y~ according to p ( lu )  = p( Ix1)  •-• p ( Ixn)  where 
u = (x l ,  - . .  , xn) .  
For a fixed e, 0 _-< e < 1, let N(n, e) be the largest integer for which 
there exists a set u l ,  . . .  , uN(~, e) of elements in X ~ and disjoint sets 
• n ~ • BI , - . . ,BN(n ,e )  m Y such that p(Bi lus)  = 1 - e for ~ = 1 , . . . ,  
N(n, e). What can be said about the behavior of N(n, e)? The following 
results have been known for several years. 
CODING THEOREM FOR D ISCRETE CI~IANNEL WITHOUT MI~MOI~,Y. There 
exists a constant C >- 0 (which is in general nonzero) such that for any 
e, 0 < e < 1, and H, 0 ~ H < Cthere  is an n(e, H) such that 
N(n, e) >= 2 ~" 
for all n > n(e, H). 
Weak converse. The statement of the coding theorem is not true for 
any H > C. Specifically we have 
nC+ 1 
log N(n, e) < 
1-e  
for all n. 
Quite recently Wolfowitz [1957] has obtained a sharper estimate for 
N(n, e) as follows: 
Strong converse. For any e, 0 =< e < 1, we have 
sup 1 log N(n, e) < lira C. 
The constant C is called the channel capacity• All logarithms here 
and henceforth are taken to the base 2. 
The coding theorem and the strong converse may be summed up by 
the assertion 
lim-1 logN(n ,e )  = C, 0 < e < 1. 
n~o9 n 
However, for the purpose of generalizing the problem under considera- 
tion, it is best to consider these three results separately. 
The case e = 0 is singular, and appears to offer greater difficulties 
than the case e > 0. That is, while it is easily shown that 
lim 1 log N(n, O) = Co 
n--~ao n 
exists, a simple algorithm for determining Co, even in some of the sim- 
plest nontrivial cases, is not known. 
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The triple X, Y, p ( Ix )  is said to define a discrete channel without 
memory, and C is called its capacity. The capacity is determined as fol- 
lows: given a probability distribution p( ) on X, we can define a dis- 
tribution on X X Y by 
p(x, y) = p(x)p(y l x) 
and a distribution on Y by 
p(y) = ~_,x p(x, y). 
We define 
and 
H(X)  = - ~_,~: p(x) log p(x), 
H(Y)  = - ~.~rp(y) log p(y), 
H(X,  Y) = - ~_,x. Y p(x, y) log p(x, y), 
in which we take 0 log 0 = 0. Then the quantity 
Rp = H(X)  + H(Y)  - H(X,  Y) 
is nonnegative, and C = maxpRp. Rp is called the rate of the channel 
with respect to the input distribution p( ) on X; the existence of maxpRp 
follows from a simple continuity argument. 1 
The situation can be generalized in various directions; that which will 
interest us here is the following: 
Let X, Y be as before, and let 
X~ = H X X~, Y~ = ~ X Y i ,  
- -o9  - -~  
where Xi = X and Y~ = Y. For each element x~ C X I let ~( I x~) be a 
probability measure on the Borel field ~:~ generated by the cylinder sets 
in Y~ which satisfies the following conditions: 
1. For any cylinder set S c yi, ~,(Six~) is measurable with respect 
to the Borel field ~:x generated by the cylinder sets in X ~. 
2. , ( ]x~)  is stationary in the sense that for any cylinder S c Y~ 
we have ~(TS 1 Tx~) = ~(SIx~), where T is the shift transformation 
defined on X I (and Y~ similarly) by (Tx~)~ = (x~)~+l, where ( )~ 
denotes the nth component of the term within the brackets. 
3. ~( [ x~) is nonanticipating; that is, if S C 5:y is such that there is 
For  a complete  t reatment  of the  v~r ious resu l ts  wh ich  are s ta ted  here and  
fu r ther  on, see Fe ins te in  (1958). 
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a fixed t for which ( . . . ,  y - l ,  y0, y~, " " )  ~ S and yl' = yi for all 
i =< t together imply that (..  • , y_~', Y0', y~', "" ") 6 S, then ~(S I x~) = 
~(SI x~') whenever x~' = x~ for all i < t. The triple X, Y, ~,( I x~) is 
said to define a discrete channel with memory. 
Let ~( ) be a stationary probability measure on ~Yx • Then 
x B)  = oJ( d 
for any cylinders A c X ~ and B c Y~ defines a stationary probability 
measure~( ) on the space X I X Y~ ~ (X X Y)~, and ~(B) = 
~(X ~ X B) for any cylinder B c Y~, defines a stationary probability 
measure ~( ) on~Yr. Now to each element (u,v) C X ~ X Y 'we can 
associate a cylinder set in (X X Y)~, say that consisting of all pairs 
(x~, y~) for which the 1st, 2nd, . . .  , nth components of x~ and y~, 
respectively, are X~, x2, • • • , x~ and y~, y2, • • • , y~, where 
= - - .  , x , )  
andv = (y~, . . . , y , ) .Thusthemeasure~(  ) on(X  X Y)~inducesa 
probability distribution ~(  ) on X" X YL Similarly the measures 
~( ) and ~( ) on X ~ and Y~ define distributions ~(  ) and ~(  ) on 
X" and Y~, and t~(u) = ~(u  X Y ' ) ,  ~?n(V) = ~(X  ~ X v). If we define 
R,~ = H(X  ~) q- H(Y  ~) - H(X  ~, Y ' ) ,  
then 
exists. The quantity 
lim -1 R,~ = R, 
~t~Qo n 
C~ = lub. R , ,  
where lub is taken over all stationary probability measures g( ), is 
called the stationary capacity of the channel X, Y, ~( I x~). The quan- 
t i ty 
Ce = lub~' R~, 
where the prime denotes that only those g( ) for which ¢o( ) is ergodic 
are admissible, is called the ergodic capacity of the channel. Clearly 
Co ~ Ca if Ce exists; however, there are channels for which ~( ) is not 
ergodie for any choice of g( ) (Feinstein, 1958, p. 97). 
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For the general discrete channel with memory,  as defined above, no 
reasonable analog of the coding theorem or its converses is known. For 
channels with finite memory,  however, an analog of the coding theorem 
does hold. 
A discrete channel with memory is said to have finite memory if there 
exists a nonnegative integer m such that :  
m.1. For any cylinder [yt,  " '"  , Yr] in Y~ we have 
~([yt,  " "  , Yr]l x~) = ~([yt, " -  , yr] [ x~') 
wheneverx i '  = xi  , i = t -  m,  . . . , r. 
m.2. For any two cylinders [y~, . . -  , Yh] and [Yk, " '"  , Y~] such that  
j q- m < k, we  h~ve 
, ( [y i ,  " '" , Y j] a [yk, " '"  , y,] ] x~) 
= ~([Y~, " '"  , YJ] I x~) p ( [yk , " "  , Y,]I x~) 
for all x~ ~ X ~. The smallest integer m for which both m. 1 and m.2 hold 
is called the memory of the channel. 
For a channel with finite memory m it is evident hat  
,([y~+l, " '"  , y , ] l [x l ,  " ' "  , x,]) 
is well defined for any n > m. Thus ~( I x~) defines, for any n> m, a 
probabil ity distribution on Y~-~ for every element u = (x~, .. • , x,)  in 
X ~, which we will denote by v ( Iu ) .  Specifically, we define ~( ] u) by 
, = ~([y~+l, "" y, J ] l [Xl ,  "" x~]) ' • , " , 
f where y~+~ = y l ,  • • • , y J  = y . . . .  Then the following theorem is known. 
Coding theorem for  d iscrete f in i te -memory  channels.  For any e, 0 < e < 1, 
and H, 0 _<- H < C~, there exists an n(e, H)  such that  for any 
n >= n(e, H)  
there exist elements u~, - - .  , uN in X ~ and disjoint sets Bx, .. , B~ in 
Y~-~ such that  ~(Bi [ u~) > 1 - e and N => 2 ~". 
Since it can be shown that  for a f inite-memory channel the ergodicity 
of g( ) implies that  of co( ), C~ exists and is in general nonzero. 
CHANNEL CAPACITY AND THE CODING THEOREM 
In  this section we will give a new definition of capacity for a discrete 
f inite-memory channel, and derive the coding theorem and its weak con- 
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verse in terms of this capacity. We will also show that this capacity is 
not less than C~ ; in the following section we will see that actually 
C~ = C, = C. 
We have seen that for each n > m, v( ] u) is a well defined proba- 
bility distribution on y,-m for every u C X ~. Thus X ~, Y~-m, v ( lu )  
define a discrete channel without memory; let C~ denote its capacity. 
Definition. By the capacity of the discrete finite-memory channel X, 
Y, v( I x~) we will mean the quantity C = lub~>m(C~/n). 
THEOREM 1. C = lim~.~ (C~/n) < ~. 
Proof. We will show that C~+j > C~ + C j ,  i, j > m. Therefore -C~ 
is a subadditive function, and so 
To show that C~+~ >_- C~ + Cj, let p~( ) and p~-( ) be probability dis- 
tributions on X ~ and X i, respectively, for which the capacities C~ and 
C~. are achieved. Then [p~ X pj]( ) defines a probability distribution on 
Xi+J; let R~+j be the rate of X i+j, Y~+:'-~, v( ] u) with respect o 
[p~ X p~']() .  
Let us apply now the data process on Y~+J-~ which identifies 
(Yl, "'" , yi+j-~) 
and (y~', . . -  ,yit+j_~) if y J  = yk for k # i - m + 1, . . .  ,i, and let 
R'~+i be the rate after data processing. Then R~+j > R'~+j ; but by virtue 
of m.2 and the product form of the input distribution [p~ X pj]( ) it 
follows easily that R~+j = C~ -t- Cj.  Since C~+j > Ri+j, the proof is 
complete. As for C < ~,  we have C~ < log D ~ where D" is the number 
of elements in X' ;  hence C _-< log D. 
THEOREM 2. C8 -<__ C. 
Proof. Let ~( ) be a stationary probability measure on fix, and let 
R~+~ be the rate of the memoryless channel X ~+~, Y~, v( I u) with re- 
spect o the distribution defined on X ~+~ by ~( ). Then C,+,~ >= Rn+~. 
On the other hand, if we contract (see Appendix 1) with respect o the 
first m components of X "+~, then the rate is precisely R~,  and therefore 
R,. < R~+~ < C~+~ for all n >_- 1. Thus 
R~ = l imR~ < l imC~+~-  lim C~÷~ - C, 
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and so 
C~ = lub~ R, _-< C. 
CODING THEOREM FOR DISCRETE FINITE-MEMOnY CHANNELS. Let X, 
Y, ~( Ix~)  be a discrete f inite-memory channel with capacity C > 0. 
Then for any e, 0 ~ e ~ 1, and H, 0 <= H ~ C, there is an n(e, H) 
such that  for any n >- n(e, H) we can find elements U 1 , * " " , UN in X ~ 
and disjoint sets B1, . - . ,B~in  y~-m such that  v(B~[u;) => 1 - e, 
i = 1 , . . . ,NandN>= 2 ~.  
Proof. Since 
C = lira C~- 
there is a k for which Ck > kH. Choose an H '  satisfying kH < H'  < Ck ; 
then by the coding theorem for the memoryless channel X k, yk-,,, 
v( In )  there is an n~(e, H')  such that  for any s >= nk(e, H')  there is a 
set Wl , . - . ,  ws in X k' and disjoint sets B1 . . . ,B ,N  in y(k-~)~ such 
thatp(B i [w l )  >= 1 - e, i = 1, . . . , N and iV > 2 "n where 
P( I w) = /J( I ~1) " '"  P ( I~)  
with  w = (uz ,  • • • , u~). Now to  each  dement  y l ,  • • • , y (k -~) ,  in  y (k -~)~ 
we assoc ia te  a set  m(Yl, " ' "  , Y(k-~)~) in  yk~-~ def ined  by  
~(y l  , ' ' "  , Y(k-,~)~) = (Yl , ' ' ' ,  yk-m) X ym X (yk-..+~, " ' " ,  Y~(k-,.)) 
X Y~ X " "  X (y (k -~) (~-~)+l ,  " "  , y(~-~)~).  
If  we define B /  = ~(B~), i = 1, • • • , N,  then the B /are  disjoint sets in 
yk~-~ and by m.2 it follows ~ that  p(Bi  [ w~) = ~(B/ [ wi) > 1 - e, 
~_ . . .  ~ 9,  ksH i 1, N, and N => 2 's '  > _ , which proves the coding theorem 
for all n of the form ks for s >= nk(e, Ht). Let us assume n~(e, H p) taken 
so large that  
nk(e, H' )  ~ k i t  
nk(e, H')  + 1 H'  " 
For any n >= k~ nk(e, H')  set n = sJc + r, where 0 _-< r < k. For n ~ = sj~ 
the theorem is proved; let u~ , .  • • , u~ and B~, - • • , B~,  N -> 2 *~'' be 
the corresponding elements in X ~ and sets in Y~'-~, respectively. Let 
z0 be any fixed element in X ' ;  then (z0, u~) = w~ and Bi' = Y" × B i ,  
See also Feinstein (1958, p. 104, Remark 2iv). 
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i = 1, • • • , N defines elements w~ in X ~ and disjoint sets B / in  y~-m. 
By m.1 it follows that v(Bi' [ wi) = v(Bi[ uO for all i. Since N > 2 ~H' 
and 
H'  H'  s~ nk(e, H')  
> - ->H,  
n nk(e, H')  + 1 k = 
nH we have N > 2 , which completes the proof. 
Weak converse. Let N(n,  e) be the largest integer for which we can find 
elements u l ,  - . -  , u~(~,e) in X ~ and disjoint sets B1, . . .  , B~(~.o in 
y~-m such that v(Bi l  uO >= 1 -- e, i = 1, . . .  , N(n,  e), where e saris- 
ties 0 =< e < 1. Then 
log N(n, e) <- nC +____~1 
- 1 - e  
Proof. It  is shown in Feinstein [1958], p. 44, that  the existence of ele- 
ments u , ,  • • • , uN(~.~) and sets B, ,  • • • , BN(~,~) having the stated prop- 
erties implies that 
C~ => log N(n,  e) - e log N(n,  e) - 1. 
But C >= C~/n, from which the desired result follows. 
EQUALITY OF C,,  C, ,  A~D C 
We have seen above that C, =< C. It follows from the definition of C~ 
that Ce ~ C,. In order to show that C, = C~ = C, we will show that 
C~ _= C. This will be accomplished by constructing, for eachj  > m, an 
ergodie probability measure m'( ) on X z such that 
R~i >-_ C j j .  
Now it is easily shown (cf. Feinstein (1958), p. 99-103) that for a finite- 
memory channel the ergodicity of u( ) implies that of ~( ). Hence 
C~ ~ lub3. R,~ >= lub jC J j  = C. 
The construction of ~j( ) is based on the following considerations. 3 
Let p( ) be, for some fixed s, a probability distribution on X ~. We de- 
fine a probability measure q( ) on fix as follows: for any integer m > 0 
we put 
• The construction of ui( ) was suggested by a result (Theorem 7) of Nedoma 
(1956). 
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q([x -ms+~,  "-" , x~] )  
= p(x -m~+l ,  . . .  , x_ (m_~)~)  . . .  p (x ( ,~- l )~+~,  . "  • , x ,~) .  
Since any cylinder set in X I is the union of finitely many disjoint cylinders 
of the type for which we have defined q( ), it follows readily that q( ) 
is well defined on 5:x. For arbitrary p( ), q( ) will not in general be 
stationary with respect o the shift transformation T on X I. However 
q( ) is evidently stationary with respect o T ~. We define 
~(A) = l(q(A) + q(TA) + . . .  + q(T~-~A)) 
8 
for all A E ~:x ; then 
~(TA) = I(q(TA) + q(T2A) + .. .  + q(T~A)) = ~(A) 
8 
since q(TSA) = q(A). Thus ~( ) is ~ stationary probability measure on 
5:x.  
LE~MA 1. The measure ~( ) is ergodic with respect o T. 
Proof. It is we]l known [see, for example, Feinstein (1958), p. 99-102] 
that for the ergodicity of a probability measure #( ) on 5:x it is suffi- 
cient (and indeed necessary also) that 
n--1 
lhn 1_ ~ t~(T_~A n B) = t~(A)t~(B) 
n-~ n i~o 
for all cylinders A, B c X ~. Due to the linearity of both sides with re- 
spect to A and B, it evidently suffices to verify this condition for A and 
B of the form [x-~+l,  .- .  , x~]. Now 
~(T-~A N B) = 1 [q(T_~A N B) 
8 
+ q(T-~+~A n TB) + . . .  + q(T-~+~-~A n T~-~B)]. 
From the definition of q( ) it easily follows that when i _-> (2m + 1)s - 1 
we have 
q(T-~A n B) = q(T-~A)q(B), 
q(T-~+~A N TB) = q(T-~+IA)q(TB), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  o . . 
q(T-~+~-~A n T~-~B) = q(T-~+~-IA)q(T~-~B). 
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Since by virtue of the stationarity of q( ) with respect o T ~, q(T-~A), 
q(T-~+IA), . . .  , q(T-~+~-IA) all run cyclically through the vatues q(A), 
q(TA), • .. , q(T~-~A) as i runs over all positive integers, while the value 
of 
n--1 
lira 1 ~ q(T- 'A n B) 
n~:¢  n i=0  
is independent of the value of q(T-~A fl B) for any finite number of 
values of i, it follows that 
n--1 
lim 1 ~ qT_~A A B) = 1 [q(A) + q(TA) -t- " "  -1- q(T~-IA)lq(B) 
n~ ~ i=0 8 
n- -1  
lim 1 ~ q(T_~+~A A TB) = 1 [q(A) + q(TA)  . . ,  + q(T~-IA)]q(TB) 




lira ! n B) 
n~ n i=o 
1 
- s. 2 [q(A) + . . .  + q(T~-lA)][q(B) + . . .  + q(T~-IB)] = ~I(A)~(B), 
and so ~( ) is ergodic. 
LEMMA 2. Let fl( ) be a probability measure on 5x which is sta- 
tionary with respect o T t  Then the quantity 
H#(X) = lira - 1 ~ ~([X iq - i ,  " ' "  , x.+i]) log ~ ([xl+i, "'" , x~+J) 
n~ ~r~x l+ i , . . . , xn+ ~ 
exists and is independent of i. 
Proof. The demonstration is a simple adaptation of the usual one for 
stationary #( ). For each fixed r, the sequence 
H(X,  [ X~_~), H(X,  [ X~_~, X~_~), - . -  
is known to be nonincreasing, and therefore 
H, = lim~.+~ H(X~ [ X~_~ , . . .  , X~-i) 
exists. Clearly the sequence H~, H2, . . .  is periodic with period s. Now 
- log  #([x~+i, . - .  , x=+d) = - log  ~([x,+d) 
-- log 5([x1+~, x2+J) . ~([x,+i, " "  , x~+i]) . . . . .  ,og . . . ;  
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Mult ip ly ing the right side by fl([Xl+~, . . . ,  xn+d) and summing over 
Xi+i  ~ " " " ~ Xn+i  ~ we obtain 
H(X~+O + H(X2+~ [ Xl+O + ""  + H(X~+~ I X~+~-I, . . .  , X,+O. 
Let us single out the terms 
H(X~+i), 
H(XI+~+, [ X~+, , " .  , X l+d,  
tt(Xl+i+~, I Xi+~,, "'" , X1+3, "'" • 
Evident ly  
H(Xl+i+~ I X~+~ , . . .  
H(XI+~+2~ [ X~+2~ , " "  
Therefore 
, X l+ i )  ~-  H(X I+ i [ Z l ,  . . .  , X1+1-8) ,  
, XI+~) = H(X I+~I  X~,  . . .  , X I+~-~.) ,  
etc. 
limj+~ H(X I+/+]s  I Xi+js ,  . ' '  , XI+i )  -- g l+ i .  
Similarly 
lim~_,~ H(X2+~+j~ [ XI+~+~-~, "-" , Xl+d = H2+i, 
and so on. Using the simple fact that  the Cesaro averages of a conver- 
gent sequence converge to the limit of the sequence, it follows easily that  
l im 1 [H(XI+g) + H(X2+~ I XI+~) + . . .  + H(Xn+~ 1 Xn+~_~ , . . . ,  XI+~)] 
n~oo n 
= 1 (g l+¢ -I- g2+i + " "  + g,+i).  
8 
Since the sequence H i ,  H~, • • • has period s, the average on the right is 
independent of i, which completes the proof. 
The following result was pointed out by L. Breiman. 
LEMMA. 3. Let qff ), • • • , q~( ) be a set of probabi l i ty measures on 
~Yx such that  
HI (X)  = lim - _1 ~ q~([xl, . . .  , x,]) log q~([xl, . . .  , x,]) 
n~c~ n x l ,  • • . ,  x n 
exists (i = t , . . . , s ) .  Given a set a l , . - .  ,a , ,a i  ->_ 0, ~=lat  = 1, 
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let ~( ) = ~]~'=la~qi(). Then 
lim ---1 ~] ~([x l , ' " ,x , ] ) log~([x l ,  " - ,x~])  = ~a~H~(X). 
n-~ n X l , .  • . ,  X n i~ l  
Proof .  We have 
O([xl, " " ,  x,]) log ( t ( [x l ,  " '"  , x,]) 
= ~_. a iq i ( [x l ,  " '"  , x~]) log ~([xl, " "  , x~J) i=1 
= alq l ( [X l ,  " ' "  , n~]) 
[ log  a lq l ( [x l ,  " "  , x~])+ log{i + J~ajqi([Xl'alqi([xl: " ' " '  Xn])~7:X~n])fJ 
--~ . . .  -~- a~q~([Xl, . . .  , x~]) 
[ log  a~q~([xl " "  x~]) -t-log {1 A- a jq j ( [X l  , . . ' ,  
Xn])~7 
Now 
lim i E aiqi([x l  , " ' "  , x . ] )  log aiq~([xl , " ' "  , x.]) 
~ n Xl , . . . , x  n 
= a~lim 1 ~] qi([xl  
n~ n Xl,. •., xn 
• . .  , x~])  log  q~([x l ,  " ' "  , x~])  
= a iH~(X) ,  i = 1 , - . - ,  s. 
Furthermore, the inequality log (1 -4- x) =< x log e implies that for each 
i= l , . . . , s  
0 = < aiq~([xl , " ' "  
< ~ ajq~([Xl,  
Thus 
0 ~ lira -1 ~, a iq i ( [Xx ,  " ' "  
n ~  n x l , . . . ,  x n 
=< lim_1 ~,  ~ aNj ( [x~,  
n~¢ n x l , . . . ,  xn j~ i  
, x , ] )  l og  {1  + j¢ i  ~ 
• . .  , x~])  log  e. 
asqj([xl , " ' ,  z~])[ 
alqi([Xl, . . . ,  x~])f 
xn]) log {1 -t- E ajqj([xl,_ " " , _  x.])~ 
' ~ a~q i ( [x l ,  , x~]) J  
• ". , x . ] )  l og  e 
= l im- l~a j loge  = 0foreachi ,  
n~ n j~ i  
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where ~-~'~,..., ~ indicates summation over those x~, • .- , x~ for which 
q~([x~, . . .  , x~]) > 0. Combining this with the preceding results estab- 
lishes the lemma. 
THEOREM 3. C~ = C~ = C. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2 and the evident relation C~ < C~, it 
suffices to show that C~ = C. Since C = lim~-~ Cj/ j  we can find, for any 
e > 0, an r such that C,/r > C - ~. Let p( ) be the probability dis- 
tribution on X r for which Cr is attained, and let q( ) and ~( ) be the 
probability measures on ~x derived from p( ) as defined preceding 
Lemma 1. Since q( ) is stationary with respect o T ~, it follows that the 
probability measures o~( ) and v( 
~(A X B) = f~ 
and 
) defined by 
~(B ] x~)q(dx~) 
r iB)  = ~(X  ' x B) 
for any cylinders A c X ~, B c Y~ are likewise stationary with respect 
to T ~ on (X X Y)~ and yZ, respectively. Let qi(S) = q(T~S) for S C fix, 
i = 0 , . . - , r  - 1. If Lemma 2 is applied to q~( ),oat( ) ,andv i (  ), 
it follows that the quantities 
Rqi = l im~ Rq~n/n 
exist and are independent of i; let their common value be Rq. By Lemma 
3 as applied to ~( ), ~( ) ,andv(  ) , i t fo l lowsthatR~ = Rq. Then 
from Lemma 1 and the definition of C~ it follows that C~ _= Rq = R~. 
We will now show that Rq > Cr/r. Now Rq = limd_.. Rqdr/dr; but Rqd~ 
is the rate of a channel (in the sense of Appendix 1) whose input space is 
x~× . . .  ×x~, ,x  ~ 
d factors 
and whose output space is 
vx . . .xv , - - ,y% 
d factors 
Now apply the data process on ydr which, in each factor yr, identifies 
/ 
two elements yl ,  • • • , Y~ and y1', • • - , y / i f  ym+l = ym+l  , " ""  , Y~ = Y/.  
Let R'qd~ be the rate after data processing; then RIqdr  <--__ Rqdr  • But it fol- 
lows from m.2 (see also footnote 2) and the product nature of q( ) 
that R'qdr = d Cr. Hence Rq~r/dr >= C - ~ for all d, and therefore 
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Ce ~ R~ ~- Rq ~- l imd~ Rq~,/dr >= C - e; 
but e was arbitrary, hence C, > C. 
EXTENSION OF A RESULT OF WOLFOWITZ 
In  this section we will consider a particular type of discrete finite- 
memory channel, for which we can establish the strong converse of the 
coding theorem. This channel, which has been studied recently by Wolfo- 
witz (1957, 1958a) is defined as follows. Let m > 0 be a fixed integer, 
and for every (xl, - . .  , x~+l) E X ~+~ let p( I x l ,  • .. , x~+~) be a proba- 
bility distribution on Y. Let x~ = (. • • , x_~, x0, x~, • • .) ; then we set 
where the "al ignment" of the 
,([y0] i x~) 
I t  is readily verified that  v( 
, . . .  , x0)  × p(  l x -~+~,  . . .  , x~) × - - .  
product measure is fixed by 
= p(Yo I x_,~, . . .  ,Xo). 
I x~) defines a channel with memory not 
exceeding m, for which m.2 is satisfied for m = 0. 
We will prove the strong converse of the coding theorem for this 
channel, in a form which is clearly analogous to the memoryless case. 
Strong converse. Let the channel, X, Y, ~( Ix~)  be as above, and let 
C > 0 be its capacity. Let e, H be fixed, such that  0 _-< e < 1, H > C. 
Then it is not possible to find arbitrari ly large n such that  there exist 
elements u l ,  .. • , u~ C X ~ and disjoint sets B1, . . .  , B~ in y~-m such 
that~(B~lu i )  > 1 -e , i  = 1 , - . - ,N ,  andN> 2 ~.  
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Given H > C we choose integers 
r > m and d so large that  
d- - l r -m 
H>C;  
d r 
r and d are henceforth fixed. For n > (d - 1) (r - m) + m define k by 
(k -  1) ( r -  m) + m < n <-- k ( r -  m) +m.  
Suppose that  n > (d - 1) (r - m) + m is such that  there exist elements 
u l , - - . ,uN  C X n and disjoint sets B~, - . . ,BN in Y~-m for which 
v(B~[us) > 1 - e , i  = 1 , . . - ,N ,  andN > 2 ~n.Letn '  = k ( r -m)  + 
m > n; then, as we have seen in the, proof of the coding theorem, 
there exist sequences ul', • • • , u~' in X ~ and disjoint sets B~', • • • , B J  
in Y~' - "  such that  ~(B/ i  u / )  = 1 - e, i = 1, . . .  ,N .  We now define a 
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mapping ~ which takes elements of X ~' into elements of X kr as follows: 
~(X l ,  ••"  , Xn ' )  -~- (X I ,  ••"  , Xr ,  :~r--m+l,  X . . . .  +2 ,  
• " " ~ X2r - -m , X2r - -2mq-1  , " " " , Xn ' - - rq -m , Xn ' - - r -p1  , " " " , Xn ' ) .  
In  words, we begin by setting down the first r elements of (xi ,  • • • , x~,) ; 
then we repeat the last m, then set down the next r - m, then repeat 
the last m, then set down the next r - m, and so on, the process ending 
as soon as xn' has been reached• I t  is clear that  distinct elements in 
X n' go into distinct elements in X kr under the mapping ¢. Now for each 
w C X kr, let p( [ w) be the probabi l i ty distr ibution on yk(r-~) defined by  
p( Ix )  = ~( Ix1 ,  . . .  , zr) × . . .  × ~( I x~k-1)r+l, " "  , xk~) 
where ~( I x l ,  . . .  , x~) is, as usual, a probabi l i ty distr ibution on Y~-~ 
for each (xl ,  . . .  , x~) C X ~. Now from the part icular form of ~( ] x~) 
it follows that  ~( [ x l ,  . . .  , x~' / and p( I ~(x~, . . .  , x~,)) are identical 
probabi l i ty distributions on Y" - "  = yk(~--~). Let w~ = ~(u~), i = 1, 
• - - ,N ; thenwehavep(B~' [w i )  >= 1 - e , i  - 1 , . . . ,N ,N  >= 2 ~'. 
But 
H'  - n i l _  H n l~(r - m) -k m 
kr ]c(r - m) -k m kr 
> H d -  1 r - -m> C >_C~ 
d r r 
so N -> 2 ~" = 2 k~'' where rH  ~ > Cr • Now ~s n becomes arbitrari ly large, 
k does also, and we therefore have a contradict ion of the strong con- 
verse of the coding theorem for the memoryless channel defined by X ~, 
Y~-~, p( ] x~, . . .  , x~), which completes the proof. 
We may remark,  in passing, that  for the channels considered in this 
section it is simple to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
vanishing of the capacity C. Indeed, since C = lubj> ~ CHj,  it follows that  
C = 0 implies C,~+1 = O, which in turn  implies (cf. Feinstein, 1958, p. 
32) that  the set {p( [ x l ,  - - -  , X~+l) }, (xl ,  • " , x~+i) E X ~+1 of proba- 
bil ity distributions on Y consists of oniy one distinct member• Con- 
versely, this last condition evidently implies that  the set {g( ]u )  }, 
u C X ~ of probabi l i ty distr ibutions on Y~-~ also consists of only one dis- 
t inct member,  which implies C~ = 0 for all n > m, and so C = 0. Hence 
for the vanishing of C it is both necessary and sufficient that  the set 
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{p( t Xl, • ' "  , Xm+l)} (Xl, " '•  , Xm+l) C X m÷l  consist of only one dis- 
tinct member• As a consequence of this result, the construction of exam- 
ples of (both discrete and semicontinuous) finite-memory channels with 
nonzero capacity becomes trivial. 4 
Finally, for the type of channel considered in this section, it is possible 
to obtain a rather sharp bound on the rate of convergence of CSj  to C. 
Specifically we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Ci+m/j > C ~ Cj+m/j -~- m for all j > 0. 
Proof. The second inequality is contained in Theorem 1. As for the 
first, let r be a positive integer, and consider the channel defined by 
X,j+~, yrj and v( [ u). Let ~ be a mapping from X ri+m into X ~°'+m) de- 
fined by 
~(x l ,  " "  , x~j+m) = (x l ,  " .  , x~+m,  x~+l ,  
• " " , X2 j+m , X2 j+ I  , " " " , X3 j+m , " " " , X ( r - -1 ) j+ l  , " " " , X r j+m) .  
For each w C X '(j+m) we define a probability distribution p( [ w) on 
y~i by 
p( Iw)  = v( I x1 ,  " "  ,x~+~)  x . . .  
X P(  [X ( r - -1 ) ( j+m)+l ,  " * "  , X r ( j+m))  
where ~( I xl ,  . . -  , x~+~) is, as usual, a probability distribution on YJ. 
Then it is easily seen, by virtue of the definition of ~ and the special 
form of the channel, that p( ] ~(u)) = ~( I u) for all u C X ~j+m. It fol- 
lows that the capacity of X rj+~, Y~', v( i u) is not greater than that of 
X "(i+~), Y~, p ( Iw) .  But the capacity of the latter, by a theorem in 
Feinstein (1958, p. 29), is precisely rCj+,~. Thus we have C~j+~ <= rCj+m. 
Dividing by rj + m and letting r go to infinity, we obtain 
C = lira _C,.+~ < lira rCj+m _ Cj+~ 
~r j  + m - ~r j  + m j ' 
which completes the proof. 
SEMICONTINUOUS FINITE-MEMORY CHANNELS 
In this section we will discuss briefly the extent o which our results 
carry over from discrete finite-memory channels to semicontinuous finite- 
memory channels. 
In essence, a semicontinuous channel is obtained from a discrete chan- 
4 This result replaces the discussion on p. 98 of Feinstein (1958), in which the 
measure ~( ) is incorrectly (in general) asserted to be defined by a Markoff chain. 
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nel by replacing the finite space Y of the latter by an arbitrary space Z 
in which is defined a Borel field. Specifically, a semieontinuous channel 
without memory is defined by the usual space X, an arbitrary space Z 
in which is defined a Borel field ~=, and, for each x ~ X, a probability 
measure p( I x) on 5=. The rate of this channel with respect o a proba- 
bility distribution p( ) on X may be defined by noticing that although 
H(X, Y) and H(Y) have no direct analogs in the semicontinuous case, 
their difference 
H(X I Y) = Y) - H(Y)  = - p(x, y) log p(x I Y) 
is well defined even in this more 
well defined as a Radon-Nikodym 
H(X [ Y) = -- ~x 
general situation. Indeed, p(xlz)  is 
derivative, and 
fz log p(x z)p(x, dz) I 
is well defined; we put Rp = H(X) -- H(X ] Z). The capacity is defined 
as before by C = maxz Rp, where again the existence of max~ Rp follows 
f rom a continuity argument.  
For  a semicontinuous channel without memory  both the coding 
theorem and its weak  converse are known to hold; the strong converse 
is at present undecided. 
The  definition of an arbitrary semicontinuous channel with memory  
proceeds in similar fashion; we  replace Y by  Z. However ,  a technical 
point arises in the definition of p( I x~). Let Z I -- I I~_~ x z i ,  z i  = z, 
and let ~ be the Borel field in Z z which is determined by  • in the usual 
manner.  Let ~ be the Borel field of those sets S C g:~ for which  
( . . . .  , z - l ,Zo ,Z l ,  " ' )  C S 
andzi '  = z~, i  = -n , . . . ,n imply that  ( - . . , z ' - l , z0 ' , z l  t ,  . ' . )  C S. 
Let u( ) be a set function defined on U ~ 5 =~ =z which is a probability 
measure on each ~.  Then it is not unrestrictedly true that u( ) can be 
extended to 5 =~ as a probability measure. 
Now in our results for the discrete case the only property of v( I x=) 
that was actually used was that it was defined on U ~ =i g , and that it was  
a probability distribution on g~ for every n [and similarly for o~( ) and  
~( )].5 The same is true here; it is sufficient o require only that ~( I x~) 
is defined on U:=I ff~ and is a probability measure on 5 =~ for each n. It  
5 We may remark that  in the discrete case v(Ix.~) can be uniquely extended 
to ~:z according to the Kolmogorov extension theorem; however, this fact was 
never required. 
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follows that for a given probability measure q( ) on 5=~, ~( ) and 7( ) 
are not necessarily measures on ~x X ~r or ~,  respectively, but only on 
• x X ~Y~ and ~ for every n. 
With these definitions it is easily seen that 
C = lubj>mC~/j = l imi~ CHj, 
and that the proofs of the coding theorem and its weak converse remain 
unaltered. 
The same remark holds for Theorem 4. As for Theorems 2 and 3, a 
difficulty arises in that it has not been shown that 
R~ = lim 1 R~, 
exists in the semicontinuous case. It is possible to define 
1 
R, = lim~ SUP n R,~ 
C8 =lub. R., 
and, for finite-memory semieontinuous channels, 
C, = lubJ R~, 
where the prime indicates that the supremum is to be taken over the 
class of ergodic g. With these definitions it can be shown that 
G= G=C.  
However, in the absence of any previous coding theorem involving C~ 
for semieontinuous finite-memory channels, it does not seem worthwhile 
to go into the details of this demonstration. 
R~ARXS 
Shortly after this work was completed, a paper appeared by I. P. Tsa- 
regradsky (1958), in which the quantity C is introduced and the relation 
C~ = C8 = C is proved by methods imilar to those used here. 
We have also received a preprint of a paper by J. Wolfowitz (1958]o) 
in which C is defined as here and the coding theorem and the strong 
converse proven here are demonstrated, as is also a result, valid for dis- 
crete channels, lightly weaker than Theorem 4. The proofs of the last 
two results differ from those given here. 
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APPENDIX 1 
We have defined a discrete memoryless channel as consisting of the 
triple X, Y, p ( Ix ) .  Now given a probability distribution p(x, y) on 
X X Y, it is clear that we may put p(x, y) = p(x)p(y ] x), where p(y I x) 
is, for each x, a probability distribution on Y, and is unique for each x 
for which p(x) =- p(x, Y) > 0. The nonuniqueness i  of no concern since 
the rate R = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X, Y) is uniquely determined by 
p(x, y); this point of view simplifies the discussion of the notion of a 
contraction of a channel. 
Let p(x, y) be a probability distribution on X X Y, and let 
As , "'" , AN 
be disjoint sets in X whose union is X. Then p(A~, y) is well defined, and 
(~, Y, p(A~, y), where a = {A1, - . .  , AN} defines a channel (or a family 
of channels) with a unique input distribution p(A~) = p(Ai, Y) on a, 
having rate Re = H(a) + H(Y) - H(a, Y). The rate Re we call the 
rate of the channel defined by X, Y, p(x, y) after the contraction defined 
by the family a, and 6, Y, p(Ai, y) we call the contracted channel. To 
show that the process of contraction can never increase the rate of a 
channel, it suffices to observe that X, Y, p(x, y) may equally well be 
considered as defining a channel with input space Y and output space X, 
since the rate R = H(X) + H(Y) -- H(X, Y) is symmetric in X and Y. 
From this point of view the contraction becomes a data process on the 
output of the "reversed" channel, in which form the nonincrease of the 
rate is well known. 
The notation commonly used in denoting cylinder sets in a product 
space is particularly convenient in this connection; if the input space of 
a channel consists of the family of cylinders Ix1, . . -  , x~], then by the 
contraction of this channel with respect o the component x~. we mean 
the family of sets Ix2 ; - - - ,  x~], each considered as a set of cylinders 
[xl, "'" , x,] by virtue of [x.~, . . .  , xn] = O~l[Xl, . . -  , xn]. 
The same considerations hold for semicontinuous channels without 
memory, except for the proof that a contraction ever increases the rate. 
This result can be established as follows: Let R be the rate of the given 
channel and Re its rate after a given contraction. For any ~ > 0 there is 
a data process which reduces the contracted channel to a discrete one, 
and yet reduces its rate to a value R~a such that Red >___ R~ - e. Now if 
Rd is the rate of the original channel after this data process, then R => R~. 
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But Rs > Rcs, since we are now dealing with discrete channels. Thus 
R> Ro-  e fo ranye>0,  o rR>=Ro.  
APPENDIX  2 
Let m be a nonnegative integer, and let {a~}, i = m H- 1, - . -  be an 
infinite sequence of finite terms such that  a~+~ <___ a~ H- at for all i, j > m. 
Then {a~} is called a subadditive sequence, and we have that  l im~ a~/i 
exists and equals glb~>~ a J i  = A. 
For the proof, assume first that  A > - ~ ; then for any ~ > 0 there 
is an integer s > m such that  a~/s <= A H- e. For any n > 2s we define 
an integer k > 0 according to n = ks H- r where s = r < 2s. Then 
a~ ~ ak, H- ar <= ka~ q- at,  and so 
a~ < ksas H-at 
n n s n 
Now as n ~ ~,  ks/n --~ 1, and we have 
l im~sup a~/n < a~/s < A + ~. 
Since ~ is arbitrary, we have 
lim,~ sup a~/n < A. 
But a . /n  >= A, which implies that  
l im~ a , /n  = A. 
The case A = - ~ follows in similar fashion. 
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